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mode of oonoeiving the real asserts itself in its own right, and is
as universal an aspect of the world as mechanism itself " (p. 521).

D. G. RITCHEB.

Unter$vchungen tiber Hauptpunkte der Philosophie. Von JDL.
BHBGMAWN. Marburg: N. G. Elwert'sche Verlagsbuchhand-
lung, 1900. Pp. viii., 483.

PBOF. BERGMANN'B volume is in form a collection of essays of
which only one is wholly new, only one wholly rewritten. Widely
scattered in their first publication and under titles which give but
partial promise of inner connexion, they cover topics so far apart
to all appearance as the criterion of truth and the psychology
of desire, or as Wolffs doctrine of the complementum possibilttatis
and the determination how far, given the self-subeistent reality of
the material world, a soul-inhabited body can be made intelligible.
Aotually, however, the several studies now reprinted do exhibit
an inward unity, do subserve a single metaphysical construction,
which, despite of a certain element of bookishness in its inception,
has some claims to originality.

The metaphysic which the Marburg professor has to expound
is frankly Cartesian in its inspiration. If the conclusions are not
those of Descartes, Spinoza, or even Leibniz, the shaping of the
problems, the lines of solution, the conception of method, bear the
hall-mark of the school. On the other hand, if the ultimate issue
is an objective idealism according to which an all-inclusive spirit,
of which the individual consciousness is a limitation, has for its
everlasting phenomenon the spatio-material world, it is not in the
following of the post-Kantian development that this result is
achieved. In Prof. Bergmann's view Kant leads to an agnostio
mil de sac, from which we must retrace our steps, if we would
reach the goal which the Cartesians divined but did not attain to.
It is as critics of Kant, or as throwing light upon the fundamental
positions of Cartesianism, that appeal is made to' Schopenhauer
and to Fichte, to Herbart and to Lotze. The keynote of Dr.
Bergmann's teaching is a Neocartesianism.

It is in the essays on " Existence and the I-consciousness," on
"The Objects of Perception and Things in Themselves," and on
" Soul and Body," and in a less degree in that devoted to " The Law
of Sufficient Reason " that the collective title is seen fully to justify
itself. The rest, though of solid structure and not devoid of
interest both in themselves and for Prof. Bergmann's system, may
be briefly dismissed. The first, on " Belief and Certainty," chops
some doubtful logic contrasting the icht (as opposed to nxcht) pre-
dication of glauben with the bare predication of meinen, defines
belief aa the holding for true, and discusses some rather academic
difficulties as to negative and problematic judgments. It then
characterises certainty as belief with.the added recognition of its
warranty. The sceptical objection that for the certainty of your
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mark of certainty you require a fresh mark, and so without end, is
met by the distinction of recognition and full comprehension. Like
the hero of the fairy story, we know when we are in the last room,
and seek to penetrate no farther; nor does subsequent reflexion
add anything to conviction. In the case of non-derivative cer-
tianties we recognise either analytical correspondence of predicate
with subject under a law of identity or else accord with experience,
whate\ or that may mean. The second essay seeks simply to set
the required law of identity tide by side with the law of contradic-
tion as formulated by Kant, to expound them and to determine
their limits. The chief interest so far is the polemio against the
certainty of synthetic judgments a priori and the non-logical
certainty whioh Eant maintains in the moral sphere. There are
' anticipations of knowledge,' and analytical but ' heterological'
(not tautologous) judgments are possible—analytische Erweiter-
un /surtheUe. The unconditionally of moral obligation is in one
sense not certain, in any other if certain it is so according to the
laws of logical certainty.

The fifth essay is devoted to a criticism of Wolffs teaching as
to the relation of possibility and actuality, with special reference
to Baumgarten and Kant's treatment of the same subject. Prof.
Bergmann must clear his argument of any suspicion of complicity
with ' the ontological proof' of rational theology, whilst yet, as we
shall see, his own metaphysic cannot avail itself of Kant's formula
of disproof. Hence an acute discussion of the ens reaitssimnm
The eighth and last essay, which now appears for the 6rst time,
takes up the criticism of Kant's ethics adumbrated in the first, and
out of this constructs a theory of morals of a high degree of sug-
gestdveness. Can a practical reason or will be independent of the
content of desire? What is the content of desire in general?
Can the results of a treatment of volition as directed upon an
end ostensibly external to it be reconciled with those of its treat-
ment from the standpoint of its intrinsio character? What would
intrinsic character mean ? Is there and must there be something
corresponding to what the Moral Sense School put in the fore-
front of their ethics? What formal criterion is there of higher
and lower with reference to ends? and the like. The essay is
instructive, but it has little bearing upon Prof. Ber^mann's neo-
cartesian theory of appearance and reality, by which the permanent
value of his book must stand or fall Indeed it is not brought
into definite relation with it. There is nothing of the relation of
will to self-consoiousness, and the Kantian position most conspic-
uous by its absence from the ethical discussion is the antithesis of
the intelligible and empirical character. Further, it is held to ho
a rediutio ad absurdum of one-sided rigorism that a tuqendhafte*
Wollen would need to have itself for its end and aim ad infinitum.
This would need careful shaping to be compatible with Prof
Bergmann's metaphysic.

To this we gain our definite introduction in the third essay, that
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on the Law of Sufficient Beason. Primarily exegetical, this study
aims at bringing the principle of the ground into the closest of
relations to the well-known text: pretdicatwn inest subjecto. For
a perfect intelligence all matters of fact must be capable of being
contents of analytical judgments. This pronouncement, however,
needs the establishment of non-tautologous analytical judgments,
and requires further to be harmonised with the possibility of
change, whether of things or, on an idealist hypothesis, of psychical
contents or conscious subjects. As to the first point that may
be objectively dei Sache nach identical, which subjectively der
Auffasstmg nach exhibits diversity, e.g., judgments about tri-
lateral figures are identical and yet not identical with correspond-
ing judgments concerning triangles. This carried a little farther
leads us to the reality of time. As does the discussion of the
second point: if for a perfect intelligence all the determinations of
a subject can be expressed analytically, any subject A remains one
under all its changes. But this can only be so if A as it was, A as
it is, A as it will be, not in points of time but in minimal tracts of
time, aie the same *n re, different conceptn. Identity in difference
is operated by time, which is therefore no mere phenomenon. It
is, on the other hand, true that the time-determinations of a ' thing'
would follow from its irulividuelle Wesenheit, and not conversely.
We conclude apparently to the everlactingness of the world in
time, and in a sense to that of the things in it, though there is of
course a sense in which they are generated and destroyed. As it
was without beginning is now and ever shall be without end.

So far we have reached a conclusion upon the Leibnizian
hypothesis. The next essay in part modifies, in part develops the
conclusion reached. It deals with the fundamental problem of
Carte8ianism, existence in its relation to consciousness. " The
Concept of Existence and the I-consciousness" embodies Dr.
Bergmann's central thought, or it may be said to ' key' .his
system. By the existence (Dasein) of any subject we mean its
independence of the need to be an object of perception or thought
to some subject beyond itself. Whilst agreeing with Kant that
existence or reality cannot serve as a predicate to a subject, he
maintains against him (a) that every judgment posits the existence
of its subject; (b) that existence is a determination belonging to a
subject; (c) related to all other determinations as general to par-
ticular. In view of the fact that many propositions fail to affirm
the existence of their grammatical subjects and since we reject
' the ontologioal proof' of the existence of God, we need obviously
to determine what the subject of the judgment really is in various
types of judgment Its existence is posited, but what is it ? In
the case of separate things, if such there be, other than conscious
selves, their existence would be co-existence with all similarly
existing things in an existent world. This world is the subject.
The fact that it involves the thing iu question is the predicate.
But what again is it that we mean by the reality or existence of
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the all-inclusive whole or world? Not self-inclusion or corre-
spondence with itself. That were a tautology or would mean
everlastingness in a real time without beginning and without end.
The latter cannot be a factual datum for consciousness since
futurity is involved. If we are to get forward then, we must be
sure of the reality of some one being, without the assumption of
that of something beyond it without end. Existence as applied
to ' things' is only intelligible as implicated in that of a world.
This again, to be realised, must have the reality of somewhat
established to which it is related. We can establish Dasein for
individual consciousness. Gogito, ergo sum. Consciousness to ap-
pear to itself, or to envisage itself as appearing to itself, must be
real. Thought if not independent of thought is independent of
the need to be thought by aught beyond itself. That I am is a
primitive analytical a pnon judgment, but withal it is not
tautologoua but amphative, and it is an experience or there is no
experience. The reality of the world is posited in relation to this
real I-oonsciousness, as including it and all else that is real. The
world in question is still hypothetical, and we must be on our
guard against identifying it overhastily with the spatial world,
and there is trouble yet before us as the nature of the individual
self-consciousness, but we have established our Cartesian sum and
the hypothetical est as they come under the notice of Kant in his
' refutation of idealism '.

The I of self-consciousness is both subject and object. As sub-
ject it is again object in relation to a subject, and so on without
end. As object it is again subject in relation to an object, and
so without end. Prof. Bergmann's fundamental paradox is the
acceptance of this twofold infinite process. If time be real it is
possible to have an infinite series of ' self-positions'. What we
find in memory, the present of self in a minimal but finite stretch
of tune, conscious of its unity with the past of self, and passing
over to a future of self similarly conscious of unity with its past, is
the fact. We have something like Prof. William James's doctrine
of Self operated through a doctrine of Tune suggestive of Dr.
Shadworth Hodgson's, in either case less psychologically and more
metaphysically conceived.

The sixth essay on the objects of perception and their relation
to things in themselves is intended to orientate Prof, fiergmann's
oncology more exactly with regard to Kant's main positions. The
pure philosophical construction is avowedly Prof. Bergmann's
ohief interest, but incidentally it is possible to serve, and receive
service from, history of philosophy, and Kant's Critique, as it shows
to a thorough-going criticism of Kant, is a focus, so to speak, for
the calculation of Prof. Bergmann's positions. What are to be
our views of space, tune, matter, the thing in itself as unknown
residuum defying analysis when we consider our perceptions, and
the equally unknown and residual thinker in itself?

It is here, if at all, that Prof. Bergman is to escape from the
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suspicion of sabjeotive idealism with which we were left in respect
of a world whose reality was possibly only hypothetical or prob-
lematic only ostensible or imputed in the relation of container to
the real consciousness for which it was. If it is independent, how
are we to oonstrue and how prove its independence? We are
certain of the distinction between objects of outer perception and
objects of Imagination, but none of the things of outer perception
are given as real and not phenomenal. Certain of the Dasem of
our consciousness and of the attribution to this existent of the
possession of external perceptions, yes. Of the Dasein of the
contents of such external perceptions, no. Even the primary
qualities of matter are dependent on their percipi in the sense
that we could not say that they would not be obliterated with the
envisaging consciousness. The thing-in-itself on the side removed
from the thinker is meaningless. Kant is in the right in affirming
the phenomenal character of space, and therewith clearly of all
spatio-material content, but this involves the abdication of the
unknown unconscious assumed to underlie it. There is no Mrs.
Harris. On the other hand there is a way of getting forward on
the side of consciousness. In the first place, from the disparate-
ness of the way in which we actually perceive space and the way
in which it seems that we have to think it, i.e., as infinite and
infinitely divisible, .the suggestion emerges that mathematicians'
space, if not a mere fiction, is phenomenon to an all-inolusive
consciousness, while physical space is what space is as phenomenon
to the individual's limited perception. So, too, for the primary
qualities of matter and all the pramissa of scientific physios. They
are phenomena for the infinite consciousness, and in construing
them the individual is under the necessity to employ sensuous
experience, because they are not merely his phenomena, but those
of the unbounded and all-inclusive spirit. If science really achieves
anything, then we cannot rest in subjective idealism. If we pass
beyond subjective idealism the monadology does not help us. If
we take the step to objective idealism, inorganic ' things,' our
bodies, other selves present no real difficulties. This is the train
of argument by which the problematic or assumptive nature of
Dr. Bergmann's idealism is aufgehoben. In the second place, if
the ' I tnink,' that for Kant accompanies all my perceptions, is a
fact for consciousness, it takes place in time. A consciousness of
the persistence of anything in time itself persists through that
time, but grant this, and the distinction of the timeless I from the
empirical I of inner sense is destroyed. The former is not, for
there is no timeless consciousness. The latter is not, for there
is no I-phenomenon. Instead is the everlasting self-position, not
only as to existence, but as to nature, of a real self in real time,
and so of its world, of the infinite self-consciousness and of its
phenomenal 'other,' the everlasting spatio-temporal world.

Throughout this ' rectification ' of Kant, and especially with re-
gard to certain phenomena implicating both sensation and feeling,
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«.(/., toothache, we have constantly been confronted with bodily
—our-bodily—facts. Our bodies too are objective phenomena,
for the infinite consciousness and so for the finite. Nevertheless
in the essay on " Soul and Body " a brave attempt is made to
vindicate once more the plain man's conception of bodily organ-
isms, i.e., bodies where the conditions of a true unity are present,
endowed with soul or consciousness. It is, of course, intended
that t) is should fail, but it is intended also to show it so nearly
successful as to reduce the artificially widened gap between
empirical and metaphysical world-formulas. This essay is in
its detail the cleverest in the book, though in these days of
electro-magnetic and ether theories some of its meohanics may
be thought belated. Dr. Bergmann has oognisanoe of multi-
dimensional space-theories, but Euclidean space is involved for
him in a heterological analytical judgment a priori. The ' ad-
verse occupancy' of space by matter rests for him on a to us
unknown, because not extensional, character of matter. The
conditions of a real, «.«., self-subsistent organic unity might be
fulfilled if we have other similarly imputed unknown characters, but
still the fusion with consciousness, or the co-ordination of organised
extension and consciousness as not self-subsistent attributes of an
unknown third, contradict our doctrine of consciousness, just as
the presumed independence of the spatial world contravenes our
dootrine of perception. So we conclude in terms of our metaphysio
as developed.

The renewal of interest in Leibniz and the growing tendency of
certain schools to couple their logic and dynamics in the manner
of that master,' might perhaps act somewhat unexpectedly in favour
of a writer who has kicked against modes.in philosophy and
followed his own train of thinking despite of the dominant sub-
jective interests of his day. But even if no disciples accept Prof.
Bergmann's construction as the truth, at any rate any student who
will work through Dr. Bergmann's wealth of detail must learn
what is new to him, true to him, of value to him. Prof. Bergmann
has studied philosophy in a great school,—namely, in the history
of philosophy itself, notably that of the eighteenth century. He
has felt the fascinations specially of two great masters, Leibniz
and Berkeley. And he is

Ntdlius addictus jiirare in verba magistri.
HBRBERT W. BLUNT.

sophic des Geldes. Von GEOBO SIMMBL. Leipzig:
Verlag von Duncker k Humblot, 1900. Pp. 554.

MONEY is at once symbolical of and instrumental to that oonnexion
which subsists between the most external phenomena of existence
and its most ideal potencies. A Philosophy of money should deal
therefore on the one hand with those preconditions in the constitu-
tion of the soul, in the relations of society, etc., from which money
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